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Abstract
The Lotka-Volterra predator-prey model is widely used in many disciplines such as ecology and
economics. The model consists of a pair of first-order nonlinear differential equations. In this paper, we first analyze the dynamics, equilibria and steady state oscillation contours of the differential equations and study in particular a well-known problem of a high risk that the prey and/or
predator may end up with extinction. We then introduce exogenous control to reduce the risk of
extinction. We propose two control schemes. The first scheme, referred as convergence guaranteed scheme, achieves very fine granular control of the prey and predator populations, in terms of
the final state and convergence dynamics, at the cost of sophisticated implementation. The second
scheme, referred as on-off scheme, is very easy to implement and drive the populations to steady
state oscillation that is far from the risk of extinction. Finally we investigate the robustness of
these two schemes against parameter mismatch and observe that the on-off scheme is much more
robust. Hence, we conclude that while the convergence guaranteed scheme achieves theoretically
optimal performance, the on-off scheme is more attractive for practical applications.
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1. Introduction
Predator-prey population dynamics are often modeled with a set of nonlinear differential equations. The LotkaVolterra model [1] [2] is one of the simplest predator-prey models in which only two species interact. Yet the
model represents a powerful paradigm that can be extended to more sophisticated ecological dynamics such as
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competition, disease and mutualism [3] and even economics [4]. Specifically, the Lotka-Volterra predator-prey
model is a pair of first-order nonlinear differential equations
x ax − bxy
=

y cxy − dy
=

(1)

where x, y represent the numbers of the prey and predator respectively, and a, b, c, d are positive parameters
that describe the following dynamic interaction of the two species.
 Without the predator ( y = 0 ) , the prey growth rate is directly proportional to the population size. Therefore
the population will grow exponentially. However, the predator reduces the prey growth rate, and the reduction is jointly proportional to x, y because the rate of predation upon the prey depends on the rate at which
the two meet.
 Without the prey ( x = 0 ) , the predator growth rate is negative and directly proportional to the population
size. Therefore, the population will drop exponentially. However, the prey increases the predator growth rate,
and the increase is jointly proportional to x, y because the rate of predation upon the prey depends on the
rate at which the two meet.
The above Lotka-Volterra model (1) describes the autonomous dynamics between the two species without an
exogenous input. In this paper, we introduce exogenous control to change the dynamics so as to achieve certain
desired characteristics. In particular, it is well known [5] [6] that there is a high risk that the prey and/or predator
may end up with extinction in the Lotka-Volterra model. We introduce two control schemes to reduce the risk of
extinction. The first control scheme guarantees that the dynamic system converges to a desired state according to
any predefined trajectory. The second control scheme uses a simple on-off logic to reduce the predator growth
rate when needed. The on-off control scheme is easy to implement. Finally we study the robustness of the two
control schemes against parameter mismatch that often arises in practice.

2. Analysis of Lotka-Volterra Equation and Risk of Extinction
Figure 1 illustrates an example of the predator and prey population sizes varying with time. The population
evolves in a periodic manner and there is a phase shift between the predator and prey populations. Initially, both
the prey and predator populations are small. Without enough food, the predator population shrinks and the prey
population grows rapidly. After a delay, the remaining predator enjoys sufficient food supply and its population
grows rapidly. This results in equally rapid drop in the prey population, which in turn leads to rapid drop in the
predator population with a delay. The whole cycle repeats.
We plot the predator and prey populations in the xy plane in Figure 2 and observe that they oscillate endlessly according to a fixed contour. Along the contour, the following quantity C remains the same

C= a ln y + d ln x − by − cx

(2)

To see this, note that

∂y y cxy − dy
= =
∂x x ax − bxy
It follows that

ax∂y − bxy∂y= cxy∂x − dy∂x

a − by
cx − d
=
∂y
∂x
y
x
a





d

∫  y − b  dy =∫  c − x  dx
a ln y − by = cx − d ln x + C
For comparison, Figure 2 plots the predator versus prey population contours of a variety of C resulting
from different initial conditions.
The equilibrium is obtained by solving
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Figure 1. Plot of predator and prey populations varying with
time a= d= 0.5, b= c= 0.01.x ( 0 )= y ( 0 )= 10 .

Figure 2. Plot of predator versus prey population contours. a =
d = 0.5, b = c = 0.01. “+” represents one of the two equilibrium
d
a

,y
points =
x =
.
c
b


0
ax − bxy =

cxy
−
dy
=
0


(3)

=
c , y a b} . The first equilibrium represents the scenario
There are two solutions: { x= y= 0} , and
{ x d=
where both species becomes extinct. As shown in Figure 2, all of the contours oscillate around the second equilibrium.
An important observation from both Figure 1 and Figure 2 is that in each cycle the predator and prey populations drop to a very low level and then recover. In reality, other factors, such as disease and randomness, which
have not been taken into account in the model, may affect the population dynamics and cause the population to
drop to zero. In one scenario, the prey may become extinct first, which will then make the predator extinct too
because of the lack of food source. Another possible scenario is that the predator may become extinct first. With
no predator, the prey population will grow to infinite. Of course in a real world other factors, e.g., food supply
for the prey, will eventually limit the growth.
While the particular dynamic pattern may appear to be an artifact of the Lotka-Volterra model, the above ob-
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servation demonstrates certain phenomenon in some real world ecological environment where the predator-prey
dynamics are so out-of-balance that the prey and/or predator end up extinction. In the following we will introduce a dynamic control mechanism to the Lotka-Volterra model so as to reduce the risk of extinction.

3. A Convergence Guaranteed Control Scheme
Exogenous control mechanisms have been studied in the literature [7]-[9] to alter the dynamics of the prey and
predator populations for a variety of control goals. The control goal of this paper is to reduce the risk of extinction.
With exogenous control, the dynamic system is in general described as follows
 x =ax − bxy − u x ( x, y )

 y = cxy − dy − u y ( x, y )

(4)

where u x ( x, y ) , u y ( x, y ) represent the control variables to be used. The first control scheme is to drive the
population to a desired final state x ( t ) → xT , y ( t ) → yT , with constant xT , yT . Moreover, the trajectory toward the final state is also to be controlled. As an example, suppose that the control scheme is required to drive
from any initial population { x ( 0 ) , y ( 0 )} to the final state { xT , yT } according to the first-order linear differential equation

 d ( x − xT )
=
− K x ( x − xT )


dt

 d ( y − yT ) =
− K y ( y − yT )
dt


(5)

Constant K x , K y specify how fast the population converges to the final state. Thus,
 x ( t=
) xT + cx e− K xt

) yT + c y e− K y t
 y ( t=

Constants cx , c y are determined by the initial condition

(6)

{ x ( 0 ) , y ( 0 )}

=
cx x ( 0 ) − xT
=
c y y ( 0 ) − yT
The control scheme is thus given by

ax − bxy − u x ( x, y ) =
− K x ( x − xT )

cxy − dy − u y ( x, y ) =
− K y ( y − yT )
It follows that
 u x ( x, y ) =ax − bxy + K x ( x − xT )

u y ( x, y ) = cxy − dy + K y ( y − yT )

(7)

Because the population is guaranteed to converge to the final state, this control scheme is called convergence
guaranteed scheme. The control scheme is expressed in a closed-loop feedback form. From the closed form expressions of x ( t ) , y ( t ) , the trajectory of the control variables is given by
− ( K + K )t
−K t
− K xt

− bc y X T e y − bcx c y e x y
u x ( t ) = ( axT − bxT yT ) + ( acx − bcx yT + K x cx ) e

− K +K t
 u y ( t=
) ( cxT yT − dyT ) + ccxYT e− K xt + ( cc y X T − dc y + K y c y ) e− K y t + ccx c y e ( x y )

Clearly the control is stable and converges to the steady state
gence rate depends on K x , K y .
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(8)

{axT − bxT yT , cxT yT − dyT } , and the conver-
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Figure 3 shows the performance of the convergence guaranteed control scheme in order to drive the population to the desired final state. Figure 4 shows the control variables used to achieve the performance. We observe
that with large K x , K y , the convergence becomes quicker to the final population state at the cost of more drastic control required.
Note that in the convergence guaranteed control scheme the control variables u x , u y may be negative. For
example, both u x , u y are initially negative in Figure 4. In fact, the steady state itself is not necessarily positive
for any a, b, c, d , xT , yT . A negative control variable means that one has to add prey or predator to the population, which is much harder to implement in a real world than removal of the species. We next propose an on-off
control scheme to address this problem.

4. An On-Off Control Scheme
The above convergence guaranteed control scheme (7) achieves very precise control of the population—not only
the final state but also the trajectory to the final state is precisely specified. In many real world scenarios, such a
high precision may not be required. In the following, our objective is to control the population to be within a desired dynamic range that is far from the risk of extinction. By relaxing the control objective, we aim to greatly
simplify the implementation of the control scheme.
Specifically, consider the following on-off control scheme

u x ( x, y ) = 0

(9)

ϕ
 gy,
u y ( x, y ) = 
 0, otherwise

(10)

Here, g is a positive constant and ϕ is a Boolean variable representing the control condition. The scheme
applies only to the predator. When condition ϕ is met, the exogenous control is to remove a faction g of the
predator so as to help the prey population recover; otherwise, no control is exerted.
The key of the on-off control scheme is to design the control condition ϕ . We consider two design choices.
The first choice is based on the population of the prey

=
ϕ 1,if x < x0

(11)

where x0 is a constant threshold. The idea is that the control is exerted if the prey population drops below threshold x0 . Figure 5 shows the performance of this choice with x0 = 100 . Apparently, the prey population still
drops well below x0 , and more importantly, the predator population periodically gets close to zero.
One way to view this on-off control scheme is to plot the predator versus prey population. Recall that with no
control, the predator and prey populations of the original autonomous dynamic system (1) oscillate along a contour. If the control is constantly exerted, i.e., u y ( x, y ) = gy , then the dynamic system would be the same as the
original one except that d is replaced by d + g . When the control is turned on or off depending on the control
condition ϕ , the predator and prey populations oscillate along a contour that switches between these two contours at x = x0 . That is, on the left side of line x = x0 , the control is turned on and the contour follows the one
with u y ( x, y ) = gy , and on the right side the control is turned off and the contour follows the one with
u y ( x, y ) = 0 . Figure 6 plots the three contours. Clearly, with the on-off control scheme, the prey population is
moved slightly away from close to extinction. However, the predator is still near extinction periodically.
The second choice is based on the first-order derivative of the population of the prey
=
ϕ 1, if x < α
(12)
where α is a constant threshold. The idea is that the control is exerted if the rate of decrease in the prey population drops below threshold α . Compared with (11), the second choice (12) exhibits a predictive capability in the
sense that as long as the rate of change drops below the threshold, the control is turned on proactively, even if the
prey population itself may not be very low.
We examine the performance in Figure 7, which consists of four plots. The two plots in the left column correspond to α = −20 and initial condition x=
( 0 ) y=
( 0 ) 10 . Comparing with the population dynamics with no
control in Figure 1, the dynamic range of fluctuation is much narrower and the prey and predator are both far
from the risk of extinction. It is interesting to note that intensive control is needed to drive the population from
the initial condition to a “desired” oscillation; however, once the population reaches the desired oscillation
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Figure 3. Performance of the convergence guaranteed control
scheme. a = d = 0.5, b = c = 0.01. x(0) = y(0) = 10. xT = 100, yT
= 20.

Figure 4. Control ux, uy in the scenario of Figure 3.

Figure 5. Performance of the on-off control scheme with control condition (11) and x0 = 100, g = 1.
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Figure 6. Contour plot of Figure 5.

Figure 7. Performance of the on-off control scheme with control condition (12) and g = 2.

pattern, control is only exerted very occasionally. We make a similar observation for a different initial condition,
=
x ( 0 ) 100,
=
y ( 0 ) 2 as shown in the lower right plot. In the upper right plot, we change the threshold to
e.g.,
α = −5 . Compared with α = −20 , control is now more ready to be exerted. A comparison between these two
thresholds of the upper two plots shows that with a smaller α , the dynamic range of the desired oscillation is
narrower but it takes longer to drive from the initial condition to the desired oscillation.
Figure 8 plots the predator versus prey population and shows the initial transition portion and the steady state
oscillation contour. Comparison between Figure 8 and Figure 6 clearly shows that control condition (12) outperforms (11) to reduce the risk of extinction of both species.

5. Study of Robustness
In this section, we investigate the robustness of these two schemes against parameter mismatch. Specifically, so
far we have assumed that the control scheme knows exactly the model parameters ( a, b, c, d ) . In practice,
however, the precise values of the parameters may not be available. Usually people have to monitor the prey and
predator population dynamics to estimate the parameters. More importantly, the parameters may change over
time, therefore causing parameter mismatch.
To study the robustness, we assume that the actual parameters are slightly different from those used in the
control scheme. That is, the control scheme assumes the following set of parameters: aˆ= dˆ= 0.5, bˆ= cˆ= 0.01 .
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Figure 8. Plot of predator versus prey population of the case of
α = −20, x(0) = y(0) = 10 in Figure 7.

Figure 9. Robustness against parameter mismatch.

=
a 0.6,
=
d 0.4,
=
b 0.012,
=
c 0.008 . Figure 9 compares the
The parameters of the actual model are given by
robustness performance of the two control schemes. The upper two plots are for the convergence guaranteed
scheme, and the lower two are for the on-off scheme. In both cases, the left one is without parameter mismatch
and the right one is with parameter mismatch. We observe that the on-off scheme is much more robust than the
convergence guaranteed scheme, as the population dynamics hardly change. In fact, the convergence guaranteed
scheme becomes instable.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed two control schemes to reduce the risk of extinction in the Lotka-Volterra predator-prey model. The convergence guaranteed scheme achieves very fine granular control of the prey and predator populations, in terms of the final state and convergence dynamics, at the cost of sophisticated implementation. The on-off scheme is very easy to implement and drive the populations to steady state oscillation that is far
from the risk of extinction. We furthermore investigate the robustness of these two schemes against parameter
mismatch and observe that the on-off scheme is much more robust. Hence, we conclude that while the convergence guaranteed scheme achieves theoretically optimal performance, the on-off scheme is more attractive for
practical applications. A next step of the research would be to apply the on-off scheme to other predator-prey
models and investigate the robustness not only against parameter mismatch but also against model mismatch.
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